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Telemaster 40 Is a smaller version of the famous Senior
Telemaster. It is just as stable and easy to fly as the Senior
Telemaster. On our first flights of the prototype Telemaster 40
we throttled It down, while up at a safe altitude, put in some rudder trim and put the transmitter on the ground. it just flew around
in big circles up there, waiting for our next command. While it's
stable and capable of slow flight to make it the best RIC trainer,
it's also capable of .fµn flying many maneuvers such as a loop,
wing over, inverted flight, rolls, and more. But, most important
for beginners and for people who have small flying fields, it lands
about as slowly as a model airplane can - even without the
flaps . While the kit can be built without flaps, all of the parts .,
needed for flap im;tallation including building instructions are provided. Wth the flaps down in a small headwind it should be possible to land the Telemaster .40 at just about zero ground speed.
Now that's slow landing! Telemaster 40 has conventional landing
gear -- it's a "tail dragger". It should give you no problems with
ground looping (circling on the ground during takeoff attempts).
The conventional landing gear arrangement is better for flying
from grass fields than if it had a nose gear. But, if you prefer
. using a nose gear there is a drawing that shows you where to
locate the main gear. Any steerable nose gear can be mounted
on the thick "firewall" bulkhead which is just aft of the engin e.
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THE WING:
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Because the wing has a flat bottom airfoil, the wing panels are
bui lt flat on the plans on a b1,1ilding board that's soft enough for
you to stick pins into. Cover the plans with wax paper. The surface of your building board must be perfectly flat if the wing is to
turn out true.

If you have q long enough building board, both wing panels may
be built at ttfo same time. Sin ce the wing panels are to be glued
together at the center at an angle for the dihedral, the wing cannot be built in one piece. As shown on the plans, the wing may
be built with or without flaps . Torque rod linkage, similar to that
- commonly used for strip ailerons, is provided in the kit. A 5th
auxiliary channel and a servo are required to operate the flaps.
It's preferable that this auxiliary channel should give proportional
control so that any amount of flap deflection from zero to 30
degrees down may be achieved. But, the flaps may also be
operated with what would otherwise be the retract landing gear
switch. With this installation the flaps will only operate from zero
to full down. The amount of flap throw should be adjusted for
about 15 - 20 degrees maximum for your test flights, increasing
the deflection up to 30 degrees if desired after you test the flying
characteristics. For most landings with our prototype we used
While this great flying plane has been flown with only rudder, eleonly about 20 degree flap deflection.
vator, and throttle controls, we recommend that you add the
ailerons even if you want to get started with only the rudder, ele1. Prepare the ribs and shear webbing. Stack all of the wing
vator, and throttle. Connect the aileron linkage to the servo, just
ribs, using the top and bottom spar in the wing spar slots to align
don't use it as you fly. We think the airplane flies best with a .25
them . Push two long 'T' pins or straight pins -into the stack of .
to .46 size engine. Some flyers use .61 size engines and if you
ribs from both ends of the stack to keep the ribs perfectly
do this you should strengthen the horizontal stab with shear
aligned. Carefully use a sanding block to lightly sand the leading
webs and there is a note about this in the stab ~ssembly instrucedge and trailing edge of the ribs.
·
tion.
Remove the ribs from the stack and number the ribs.for each
Engine size: Some flyers like to install the largest engine for
wing panel. Again stack ri bs 1-8 for each wing panel. Using the
which the kit is designed. Their reasoning is that you can always
plans as a guide, mark and drill the hole through the ribs for the
throttle down, but with the larger engine you'll have power to get
music wire aileron linkage. (If you decide to use 2 aileron servos
you out of trouble if nee~ed. The ot~er appro.ach is to outfit the
these holes can be used for the wires that connect the aileron
plane with a smaller engin~ so the aircraft 1s lighter and ~111 be a
servos to the receiver.) The hole should be properly located
more docile flyer. You deetde. We prefer a .40 or .46, using full
from front-to-back and top-to-bottom on the ribs so the linkage
throttle only for the take-off and for. some maneuvers. Half throtwill align properly with the aileron bellcrank.
tle is more than adequate for level flight.
Remove rib #2 from the stack for each wing panel. Use a small
Electric power: Telemaster 40 is one of the very best candidates
round file or your1<:a to blade to extend the-t.lole"1/8" above and
for electric motor power. A big variety of inexpensive motors,
1/8" below to form a slotJl:ljs-is
pre\l'E!nt binding the linkage
gear or belt reduction devices work well in it, It's big enough to
due to the p_ane-doWn'movement of the music wire when the
carry 14 to 20 nicad cells and doesn't need any special lightenservo operates,
ing measures during building.
Use the template provided in the plans as a guide to cut 2 shear
Before you start building the kit it's best to glance ahead through
web pieces that will be glued to the center wing ri~s of both wi.ng
the entire building notes first. That way you'll see how it should
halves. Since the angle of the edge that mates with the root rib
go and be able to anticipate what's coming. Refer to the plans
will be used to get the proper angle of that rib for the desired
as you read and identify each of the pieces you'll be using as . \ dihedral, make sure that it is accurately cut.
.
you build the kit. ·
Cut the shear web pieces for the other wing bays in which webWhile Telemaster 40 is as complete as most kits on the market, if
bing is used. The grain of all the shear webbing pieces should
you are new to R/C or if you don't have much hardware in your
run vertically, so cut all the web pieces across the grai~ of the
shop you may want to consider getting the Telemaster 40
wood. All of the webbing pieces should be the 1-1/4" htgh and
Accessory Pack, stock number HLA111AP. It's available from
the width of the rib bay they will be glued into.
Hobby Lobby. The list of materials included i~ the Accessory
Pack is included at the end of these construction notes. The
2. Glue the wing trailing edge to the bottom trailing edge
sheeting. The back edge of the 1/4 X 5/16 trailing edge should
items in the Accessory Pack change from time to time as newer
1 _ align with the back edge of the sheeting. Prepare these parts for
items replace old ones. The Hobby Lobby Accessory Pack
#HLA111AP includes all of the extras needed to complete the
~ both wing panels.
R/C model aircraft, except the engine and radio and flying field
3. Pin down the bottom leading edge sheeting and ~dd the
accessories such as fuel and starting battery.
\<-- leading edge stock. Glue the bottom edge of the leading edge
In building our Telemaster 40 we used several different kinds of ~ stock to the front edge of the bottom le~ding ed~e sheeting. Use
adhesives. litebond, an aliphatic resin, was used for mo.st glue
a rib as a guide to assure that the leading e.dge 1s at the proper
\ angle to the sheeting. Pin the ass~mbled pieces to the plan as
joints that could be easily pinned or clamped in place while the
adhesive set up. We used this adhesive to prepare the fuselage
you glue them.
\
,,__,_ l0/ 1'1
..
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sides, build the wings, stab, fin, and elevator. Cyano~crylate
(CA) ·glues can also be used. They are very fast setting but you
4. Pin down the trailing edge sheeting, and when 1t s m
must be careful that you have made a tight-fitting joint before
place, pin and glue the 1/4 x 5/16 trailing e.dge piece on top
applying the glue.
p,_ of it. Use a rib as a !;J~ide to get the proper ~1stance .~etween t~e
leading edge-and trailing edge. Don t worry 1f the trailing edge 1s
For most other glue jobs such as installing the fuselage. bulkslightly out of position in rel.ation to the plans. The plans are only
heads, adding the engine compartment sides, the ply wing ~owel \, a guide to locati ou -- the factory cut parts are ac~urate and
should be fitted to each other regardless of the size of .t.he plan.
plates, the servo rails, the outer tubing for the pushro~~· .gluing
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to t~e rlbs ·a1onQ the edge .of the trailing edge will help prevent
· Cut-a 3/4" square rectangular hole in the bellcrank bay bottom
acc1dental marring. of trye nbs as you sand. Replace the tape if
sheeting in the area of the bellcrank screw and nut This will ·
you sand throug~1 while. you work.
-===-... ~ ) 1'4,_give you access to put a. drop or two of glue on-the Bellcrank
.
·
. \/ /
,..,._,
"$crew threads after the hn ge..fla een installed to revent
8. Add the lea Ing and trailing edge top sheeting,
vibration from loo
pivot screws fhis 3/4" fciuare iece
· of bals.uRee ood can then be glued back mt~ place and landstrips on the tops of the ribs on all ribs except those at the
bellcrank bay and on top of the ribs In the center section
.ekl'ilooth.
'
·
which will get sheetwood covering In Step 17. The top sur·
\/
:> face of the leadin~ e~ge sheetin~ may be !'"oistened wi~h a
L 17. Add the top center section sheeting, 114x3/8 stock down
'-d~mp sponge so 1t will bend ~aslly ~'? the nb contour. Pm the
bbttrsids of the beffeFank-Plat@ and the cap strips on ribs
a1ler?nlflap sto?k up to the wing trailing edge., Note that when «._ #8 and #9. Shave or sand the ~1'rij) leading edge to the
,... working with this factory shaped balsa, there 1s a 90 degree
rounded contour that is shown on the cross-section view of
angle b~t,ween the botto~ and front edge. Be sure to use it in
the wing plan.
.
that pos1t1on. L:J~e a sanding block to sand the aileron/flap stock
v11
v
to the wing trailing edge.
i0/1-z
L Cu~ to fit pieces of 1/~ x 3/8 stock from the 1/4 x 3/8 x 36 provid- - ~et.... /urt
---- ed in the bundle of s~ cks and cement the pieces..tQ both sjdes....of
9. Prepare the alle.ron, flap, and wing center section trailing
bell crank late. rev de-clearance-for-the
. e-wir-e-ln the.. - 5 u<l\J
edg~. If Y~.u are going to use flaps, cut t~e sho~ l~ngth of center
1./.4x3.lS.:s e . Be ore you egin p aningtne eading edge cl'iecl<
Pl •.J-t_
c section tra1flnQ edge, into which the flap llnkage 1s installed, from lne plans-ti ote that there is more curve on the top edge than
the stock Qr 1ded for the flap. Se~.the plans. If-you-are-not
on trye bottom. For reference when you plane and sand the
gol g. o use flaps, th~ engt .of-tra1hng-edge sto~k that funs.-fi:o
«
leadmg edge, draw a reference line down the leading edge 5/16
,... the wing root to the aileron will be glued to the wing l~ter. F.~r
U.J?. from the bottom edge. This line represents the furthermost
flaps, .cut a groove down the center of the center sect.ion tra1lmg
point forward of the wing. Try to not sand this line off and you'll
edge Just deep enough to accept the flap torque rod linkage.
iep the leading edge piece close to its proper thickness during
1
0 I 7.1
~
sanding.
,;;_
v
10. Optional, If YC?U want flaps:) Install the torque rod arms
I 0/2 i1u3'
..,.,...
in the center section trailing edge pieces. Remember that the 0 18. Plane the balsa wing tips roughly to match the shape of
fl~p torque rod servo arms hang down from the bottom of the Lr-- the end rib. But, do not closely plane the portion of the wing tip
wing, then cut a notch in the bottom of the groove for the servo
that joins the wing cap strip yet.
arms of the torque rods. The slot should be 112· from the root
end. You'll need a right and left piece, and don't forget the 90
Ii 19. Cut off the wing tip at the aileron hinge line, save the lltdegree angle between the bottom and front edge. Wipe some t.,. ' ' tie end, and glue the little cut-off piece to the tip end of the
,.... 1Vaseline onto the torque rod at the ends of the tube. Tack glue
aileron.
\the sleeves into the groove. It is important that these torque
·
1rods are perfectly aligned with the flap hinge line when they are L.t. 20. Use a sanding block to sand the glued-on tip to the
aileron contour.
installed. Put the center section trailing edge/flap linkage assemblies aside for now.
.
21. Cut off the excess aileron servo-to-bellc[ank ·pusli'iOClat
11 ~repa.r._e the aileron bellcrank plates. (Note: Some modthe wing center section, but leave a llttllf'for connecting to
elers will waltt-to se 2 servos fa the~ilerons instead of one. If
the ailerolr'serv.Q. The i:>iano-wire should extend about I"
you want to use 2 se~ns ead..Qf one, you may install these
beyond the root rib- nl~ge 1b._e hole in the root rib. This is
servos on th elleraiik plates instea of installing the..bell·'
done to a low-the piano wire from-one wing panel to extend into
er~
!IJ.e-otl'ier wing panel when the wing panels are gluedJogether at
I
~ ·
the center.
TOrnarUhe hole to be drilled in the 1/8 plywood bellcrank plate
,
for the beTICra~ pivot screw, hold the plate temporarily in place
22. Add the wing center section trailing edge/flap linkage
on the wing. La~the bellcrank at the appr~mate location
piece to the wing. If you are not installing flaps, glue the trailing
shown on the plan. ~n it so the oUiboafa pole in the fore-aft
edge section inboard of the ailerons to the wing trailing edQe.
arm aligns with the pushrod ltole:odr lied in the rib. The outboard
Work with the wing upside down. Apply the adhesive sparingly
to the center s~ction/flap linkage piece so it won't interfere with
hole in the horlzo~r:m-'SliOuld be roug 19-centere.dJrom side
to side on the-plate. Mark and drill the hole for the bellCrcink \....-. the operation of the flap torque rod. Use a straight edge along
the bottom of the wing to align the trailing edge center section to
pivot-screw:
·
· ..
'
·
the surface of the rib bottom cap strips.~ r
L
lns'tairthe-b · hing into.the bellcrank and install the assembly on t ~/.;,() - . fl ... ~ rv-.
"f- · ~
. .
.
the bellcrank pate-with a #4 x 112· screw and hex nut.
not
23. Finish sanding the wing. Use a long, flat, sanding board
overtighten the nut as this maY. distort the_!lYl.Qn-bustimg. Checok
to finish sand the wing leading edge, tip, and top and bottom
sides as necessary including the rib cap strip/sheeting glue
the assembly for binding. Do no fasten-tfie screw and hex nut
tightly yet because you will n ed to take thabellcrank out when
joints. If you're using a "T" bar sanding block, watch the ends to
you connect it to the pushrod that goes to the aileron servo.
make sure they don't dig into one of the cap strips as you work.
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12. Install the aileron bellcrank/bellcrank plate assembly.
24. Shape the aileron and wing flap leading edges. Draw a
ThEt-fr-orit.ru! e of the plate should be approxima ely-114" below
line along the center of the leading edge of the flap and allerons.
the top edge o e ib and glued to the §)lea web. The back ~As you sand the leading edge of the ailerons and flap, don't sand
edge should be 9/16" below the,
·age of the rib at that locahe line you drew. This will assure that you leave the straight
tion. This will put the-plate-arlfie prope ngle Note that the
edge straight. Shape the aileron leading edge to a "V" shape as
hole in rij)..#8-forthe aileron linkage should be just abovejhe surshown on the end view of the aileron. Shape the flap leading
faee-6ffhe bellcrank plate. Enlarge the hole to a slot 3/16 long .
edge in a similar manner except that the angle on the bottom
along the surface of the bell crank plate.
side will need to be at a greater angle to allow the flap to drop 30
L
degrees. Check the aileron by holding it up to the wing.
13. Add the triangular stock wing tips. When carved and
(l sanded to the rib contour later, .the tip pieces will assume the
~5. For flaps, mark and drill the hole in the leading edge of
desired top view as seen on the wing plan.
the Inboard edge of the inboard end of the flaps for the flap
\\(
·
1J torque rod arm. Also, groove out the flap inboard of this hole
1-4.-Cut ti e aileron pushrod exit slot. After the wing adhe' 'for torque rod arm clearance. When drilling the hole it should be
sive ~et,_ emove the wing from your building board. With the
parallel to the bottom surface of the flap and aligned with the flap
bellcrank prope ly aUQRed the slot for the pushrod to the aileron
hinge being careful that you don't drill through the top surface of
the flap as you drill.
horn ·should be alignect-witll the outer hole in the servo arm or
output wheel. The front of tf'iEr-1 114" long slot should be about 1
1/2" from the back of the bellcrank lat.a.and en about 7/8" for- / .26. Cut the aileron and flap hlng~ slots In the ~Ing and In
ward of the front of the trailing edge sheeting.
the ailerons and flaps. Hold the aileron and flap m place and
i_. mark the location of the hinges. Draw a center line down the
15. Prepare the aileron servo-to-bellcrank linkage. A length ,.., trailing edge of the wing as a reference befor~ you cut. the hinQe
.:.~.,; ... tm11~i~ wirA' Is used for the aileron servo-to-bellI.(.. slots in the wing. We recommend one hinge in each nb bay with
..
• • " - - · - •- --•-_. .. .:•1..:ft ~ nn "Ith<> <>nn!:! nf thA ·aileron and

the surfaces that will mate. Glue the wing halves together.

If you install flaps): Relieve the. wing trailing edge to
V"Permlt the forward movement of the flap torque rod servo
· arms.
·
.
,
. /
.o. Apply 4 to 6 oz. fiberglass cloth to t~,e wing center sec- V
ion, all around the cen_ter, and about 3/4 beyond where the
dge ?f tht: fuselage will be. Adhere the fiberglass cloth to
the ~mg with ~yanoacrylate glu~. The glass cloth and CA
g.lue 1s first applled to the bottom side of the wing, then to the top /
side. ~he glass ~l~th should be applied like a "bandage" around
the entire center Joint of the two wing panels. As you flow CA into
and through the glass cloth push the cloth against the balsa
wood to make sure the cloth adheres totally to the wood. Extend
the fiberglass cloth out each wing panel so that it hardens and
protects the places on the wing that the wing-hold-on rubber
bands will press against. Keep the CA glue clear of the flap
torque rods.

V
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5. Pin th.~ left fo~ward fusel~ge side down on the plans with
some 1/4 balsa pieces under 1t. The side marked "left inside"
should be down so the marks for the bulkhead don't show.

l/

, h 9.

6. C~t the 3/16 x 1/4 center side stringer from stock and
g_lue in.place.. Glue the previously cut 3/16 x 5/8 top and bottom
side stringers in place. The stringers should be glued to each of
the vertical braces and butt glued (the ends are to be glued) to
the fuselage side front piece.
.
.
7. Allow the fuselage side to dry completely.
·
~ Rem~ve the pins from the fuselage side but do not
remove 1t from the plan. Cover the side with some waxed
paper and replace a few pins to hold everything in place.
9. Pin the right forward fuselage side in place directly on
top of the left forward fuselage side. The side with the bulkhead location lines should be the side that is up.
,
Pin the 3/16 x 1/4 center stringer and the previously cut
1/16 x 5/8 top and bottom side stringers in place while butt
gluing them to the forward fuselage side.

31. After the CA glue has set up, sand the glass cloth.
VERY IMPORTANT: do not ~eavil~ sand the outb~ard edges
of the glass cloth as you will cut into the balsa wing sheeting too much and weaken the wingl Wrap the edges of the
glass cloth with masking tape so that you are prevented from
cutting into the balsawood.

/10.

This completes work on the wing at this time.
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THE FUSELAGE
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1. Glue the five 3/16 x 1/4 rear vertical braces onto the fuselage side stringers and let the fuselage side dry.
~2. Remove the fuselage sides from the plans.

q/

l() ~3. Glue the triangular shaped 3/16 balsa brace for the landWhen building the fuselage 1t~ 1mpo~ant for both s1de:s to be .
mg gear plate to the inside of both fuselage sides. The forexactly the same size. To achieve this you should build one side ..) ward end of the brace should fit up to the .line drawn earlier to
directly on top of the other. That's the technique we recommend Jlocate bulkhead #2. The brace is properly orientated when the
here. You will assemble the fuselage sides on top of a wax
wood grain is vertical or perpendicular to the fuselage side grain.
p~per covered plan in Step 4 below.
~\1o[ ~"\..
14. Cut the top and bottom 3/16 x 5/8 stringer doublers from
1. Locate the top and bottom 3/16" thick sheet balsa fuse- / stock. Use the plan side view to cut these doublers to their
lage sides. These pieces run from the nose of the plane to
exact length since they will be used to locate bulkhead #3. The
l.; behind bulkhead #2. Cut the forward fuselage center stringers
top doubler fits between bulkheads #2 and #3. The bottom douusing 3/16 x 5/8 stock. Working on a flat surface (if working on
bier is cut at an angle to butt against the landing gear plate brace
top of the plan cover it with wax paper so the glue won't stick to
and extends to bulkhead #3.
it), glue the fuselage top, bottom, and center stringer together to ,/
make a complete forward side. When the glue has dried trim the / Glue the top and bottom stringer doublers in place on the inside
ends of the center stringer to match the top and bottom sides as
of the fuselage s(des.
.
shown on the fuselage side view. Make two sides this way.
~ ~) i. '.I ,
v:; 15. Prepare bulkhead #1 (the "firewall") by drilling the holes
~2. Hold the two sides up on edge as they will be installed in ~for the fuel feed and vent lines and the throttle linkage. Prepare
the fuselage, mark the inside of the right piece "right inside" and
bulkhead #2 by drilling the hole for the throttle linkage.

°'

(\.,r
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the left piece "left inside".
OPTION FOR ELECTRIC POWIIB;_Cut a 2-3/4" high x--2•1/8"
3. Draw the location of bulkheads #1 anct#2 and the engine
wide hole inl3U1Rhe~-with-tfle bo om o ening 1-9/16" above
mounting rails on the Inside of the two fuselage side pieces.
the bottom o tilknead #2. This hole is for tfieE!iretric..P.0wer
__
. _
·
~er~amp.
OPTIONAL
TRIC POWER: If you use GR1 V..o-Gtat:rf)ner .-'"-Power Gear 2:1 yo
il ant to move ulkhemr#1 3/4" aft. This
16. Cut the top and bottom 3/16 x 1/4 rear cross braces. Also
will enclose the Power Gear S"B
've within the side cowls. If)
the 3/16 x 1/4 cross brace to be glued to the back side of
you mo.ve B_yJ..l<head~ 1 aft, keep the top.eage of B khead #1 ~ ,, bulkhea~ #3 and the one glued between the fuselage sides 6eve.f-l..W1th-tne top edge of the fuselage sides.
- - - · 1/4" behind bulk'iiead #2.

{cut

J

Use a ruler and extend the bulkhead and engine bearer lines
drawn on the fuselage plan's side view. Lay the left and right
fuselage side pieces down on top of each other in their proper
location on the fuselage side view plan and pin them in place.
Using the extended lines you drew on the plans as a reference,
mark the locations of the engine mounting rails and bulkheads
#1 and #2 on the edges of the sides.

17. Cover the top view of the fusel age on the plan with
' waxed paper. Pin the five rear cross brae.es in place on the
/ plans. Put glue on the ends of the pinned-down cross braces
and pin thi;i fuselage sides upright in place on the plans, UPSIDE
DOWN. The vertical braces on the fuselage:sides should touch
the cross braces that were pinned to the plans. If they don't
touch, move the cross braces slightly until they do touch.

.

the sides from. the plans and use the marks you made j
J Remove
on their edges to mark the locations of bulkheads #1 and #2 on
the inside of the sides.

J

Use the plan to measure and mark the location of the motor
mount rails on bulkhead #1 . Use bulkhead #1 and the marks
you made on the front of the fuselage sides to mark the location
of the motor mount rails on the inside of the fuselage sides.

ASSEMBLING THE FUSELAGE SIDES

J

Use a squ_are to assure that the fuselage sides are at 90 degrees
to your building board. Add the 3/16 balsa bulkhead #2 and the
1/8 balsa bulkhead #3 so they butt up to the stringer doublers.
Clamp the fuselage sides to the bulkheads while the glue dries.
Glue the fuselage sides together at the tail.
.
18. Glue the remaining rear 3/16 x 1/4 cross braces in place
on the "up" side of the fuselage. (Since the fuselage is pinned
in place upside down the "up" side is the bottom of the fuselage).
Add the cross braces located on the back side of Bulkhead #3
and 6-1/4" behind bulkhead #2.

Note that when you begin building the right fuselage side after
.I
the left has been completed, the bu_ilding sequen~e will be a bi~ \I 19. Glue the 1/4" thick plywood landing gear plate in place
different. Follow the sequence outlined or you might end up with
on the fuselage.
two left sides.
OPTION FOR TRICYCLE LANDING GEAR: Glue the 1/4" thick
••

'•
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24. Glue bulkhead #1 In place using the lines you drew earlier
for. reference. Clamp the sides to the bulkhead to assure a good
glue bond. .

Jt:-E>i:ill the_hol~s tQ.tough theengi~ mounting

pi~te for tt?e fou~·
4-49 x 1 our:ittng screws. Be UFe the.se oles are clear of the
...er.igine mounting flanges.

OPTION EOR-Et:EeiRJ-C-FUGHf:-You-may_giue Bulkhead #1
3/4"JJft-1:Sfits normal location as mentioned in Ste"p #3' __.,

lnst~ll the e9qine m.01unting Qlat
rilllng..the~holes in the ; : · .
engine mo~nting,..Lalls throug
e holes in the engine mountlng
plate. Se ~ e1fle mounting plate with four 4-40 I screws and
hex
. Mount your engine on the mounting plate.
. 1
~t·
o. With the engi~e inUallecr,ma'IC:e t~equlred cut-out In,
the forward hatch/ A1so make any clearance cut-outs for the
engine muffler
'\
I
fi
I
I
·
C."'- t () ·'t -t~ "'-&i-~(>.
41. Remove the 'engine and sand the front of the fuselage as
shown on the plan. Then, sand the entire fuselage.
,
·
·
42. Prepare the fuel tank and fuselage as necessary.
Because t~e fuel tank should be located in the position shown on
the plans, 1t may be supported either by adding some rails Inside
the fuel tank compartment or just rest on a bed of foam rubber.
Do not permanently install the fuel tank yet.
·
43. Cut and install the 3/16 x 1/4 balsa center stringer doubiers. These 'doublers extend from bulkhead '#2 to bulkhead #3
and are used to mount the servo rails.

25. Glue the 3/8 balsa lower engine compartment doublers in
place on the fuselage. The doublers are butted to bulkhead #1
tand aligned with the bottom edge of the fuselage sides.
' OPTION FOR ELECTRIC FLIGHT: If you moved Bulkhead #1
3/4" aft of its normal location as mentioned in Step #3 ihen add
3/4" wide scrap wood to the front of Bulkhead #1 to fill the gap to
the doublers.
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7. Glue the 1/8 plywood hatch mounting plate to the back
f bulkhead #1 and to the fuselage sides. The top of the plate
should be even with the top of the bulkhead.

\

/ 28. Cut the 1/2" triangular stock to fit and glue In place on
the back of bulkh"d #1 and bulkhead '#2 as shown on the plan.

/
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· V 44.
Cut the servo rails from the piece of 1/4 x 3/8 plywood pro29. Mark the center of the hatch mounting plate and drill a
vided and glue In place to suit the servos you are using. · · · ·

4)

1/8" hole at the mark.
·
.
·
. 45. Temporarily Install the rudder, elevator, and throttle ser- ·
30. Glue the 1/4 balsa windshield In place on the fuselage.
~os. Install the rudder and elevator pushrod outer housings . .
31. Use masking tape to temporarily mount the 1/4 balsa forDrill holes in bulkhead #3 for the pushrod housings to suit your
ward hatch on the fuselage. Working through the bottom of
servo installation. Trim the pushrod housings flush with the outthe fuselage and through the previously drilled hole in the hatch
side of the fuselage where they exit at the tail. Do not forget to
mounting plate, mark the location for the hatch hold-down screw
support the pushrods with pieces of scrap 3/16 x 5/8 balsa as
on the hatch. Also, mark the location of the fuselage sides on
shown on the plan.
·
,
the back end of the hatch.
·
.
46. Make and install the stabilizer platform from the 1/4 x 3 x ·
32. Remove the hatch from the fuselage and drill the hole for
4 balsa stock supplied. The stock is installed crossgrain you . · ·
the hatch hold down screw. Glue the two 3/16 x 3/16 hardshould trim it to be flush with the fuselage sides.
wood hatch pins to the hatch so that they will contact the fuse/ lage sides and extend beyond the hatch under the windshield
V 47. Install the Throttle cable housing.
when the hatch is installed. Install the #4 blind nut on the bottom
.
.
side of the hatch mounting plate. To prevent crushing the hatch / 48. Cut the holes for your radio switch and charging plug In
when tightening the hold down screw, a piece of scrap plywood
the fuselage in the forward end of the servo compartment. The
may be glued to the top of the hatch at the location of the screw.
holes should be cut on the side opposite the muffler.
1
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33. Cut the 1/8 x 1/2 fuselage forward bo~om spacers from
stock. Cut one piece from each piece of stock. The remaining
stock will be used later for the stabilizer spars. Glue these spacers to the bottom of the fuselage and to the landing gear mounting plate.
.
,
\

9. Seal the entire engine compartment, fuel tank compartment, engine mounting plate, and forward hatch with resin or
epoxy to prev~nt fuel soaking.

34. Sand the bottom spacers using a sanding block to blend
into the fuselage contour at the nose as shown on the plan.

THE HORIZONTAL STAB:

ojj..This completes the fuselage structure.

/

1. Cover the stab plan with wax paper. Pin down the stab
Cut the fuel tank compartment bottom sheet from the 1/8 x 3 x ./ leading edge, and add the bottom spar, center section sheet/ 12 stock provided and glue in place on the fuselage with the
,/ ing, and center ribs. Pin the stab leading edge down first to the
rain going across the fuselage.
I01H waxpaper covered stab plan. Use a stab rib to get the desired
location of the bottom spar as you pin the spar in place on the .
plan. Cut and glue the bottom sheeting In place. Draw a center
5. Drlll the 1/4 holes In the fuselage for the wing hold dowline down the sheeting. Add the four smaller center section ribs,
ls at the location shown on the plan. Trial fit the dowels but do
using the fin rear section to get the desired spacing of the cent~r
not glue them in place until you have covered the fuselage.
ribs . Note the center line mark on the fin piece. Remove the fin
~
,/, 1/
piece before the adhesive sets up.
/
36. Drill four 1/8 holes thro gh he bottom of the main landing gear for the mounting screws.
·
2. Glue the remaining ribs in place. Pull the leading edge
OPTION FOR ELECTRIC FLIGHT: The Battery Ramp will cover . / snug to the ribs and add a pin at each rib station to assure a
. your access to the inside of the plywood main landing gear plate.
good glue joint.
Install blind nuts in the next step instead of hex nuts on the
3. Add the traili~ edge cap, top spar, top center section
inside of this main landing gear plate if you are going to install
sheeting and the stab tips. There should be a slot left in the
the Electric Flight Battery Ramp.
J.\~ cent~r sectio~ sheeting for the fin. Note t~at .if you will use a
1 .60 size engine on the Telemaster 40 (which 1s not recommend37 Position the main landing gea n..the-lanGing-gea
m~unting plate and d ·u-holes1 rough the f!IOUnting plate
e~ by the man~fac~urer), spar webbing such as that used on the
/
using~Ja ndtnQ! ear as a template. The landing gear will be
wmg (not supplied m the kit) should be added to t~e stab to co.niAstalled later using #4 x 1/2 screws and hex nuts.
nect the top and bottom stab spars. If you add this spar webbing
be sure to use spar webbing in the rib bays under the sheeting.
OPTION FOR ELECTRIC FLIGHT: Install the Electric Flight
Battery Ramp. Glue a Crossbrace between the bottom fuselage
4. Add the elevator halves. The balsa stock pr~v1ded in the kit
stringers and glue the Battery Ramp floor to the bottom of the
for the el evator halves should be sanded to the nb contour. It
hole that was cut In Bulkhead '#2 and to the crossbrace. Glue
I should be sanded to no less than 1/8" thick along the back edge.
" - - ~ .. - ---~--· ~--~ ~;..i.,. .. ;n '"''"'""" ThA tnn of the Ramo will \\ 'V Use a sanding block.
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. / 8. Sand the stab leading edge and the bottom side. Draw a
ri::terence LINE down th~ stab leading edge as you did on the
wing. Remember there 1s more curve to the top side of the stab
leading edge than there is on the bottom.

place . Since the covering material on the bottom of the stab
mu~t be removed to the width of the tri stock, add a second set
of Imes on the bottom of the stab the width of the triangular
stock.

9. Cut the el~vator hinge slots in the trailing edge of the stab
0 the
and the leading edge of the elevator. Draw a center line down
back of the stab and along the front of the elevator. Mark
and cut the hinge slots. Shape the front of the elevator to a "V".
That completes the work that should be done on the stab at this
.
time.

THE FIN ·AN. D RUDDER·

·
I

•

1. Glue the forward and aft pieces of the fin together, and cut
otJ! ~he bottom of the fin for the stab leading edge, spars, and
/
trailing edge. .
•
r/
.
·
/ 2. Whe.n properly fi~ed Into the slot In ~he stab, the.bottom
V of the fin will m.~te with the bottom sheeting, stab leading edge,
top spar, and trailing edge.

1/

.

(J 3. Sand the sides of the frn and

v- /
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rudder. Use a sanding block.

4. ~and the fin leading edge and tip, and. the ruddt:r tip and
trailing edge. For best control characteristics, only slightly
round the corners on the rudder trailing edge -- leave it thick and
do not feather it to a sharp edge.

5. Glue the dorsal fin to the fin assembly. Pin the stab in
place on the fuselage. Put the fin temporarily into the slot in the
stab. Glue the dorsal to the fin but NOT to the fuselage.
Temp
rily install the tail landing gear i
l:ie fus-el e. Mark
the location-whe~l:ie>-tail1Je'3°rti'I
a rrri& ir,is.erted into the rudder anc;l...drtlhf'3732" hole into the rudder to accept the tiller arm.
Prevrcfe clearance in the rudder for the tail gear bearing.

6. Mark and cut the hinge slots in the rudder and shape the
rudder leading edge. Use a center line down the back of the fin
and rudder as a guide to cut the hinge slots. Shape the rudder
leading edge as you did the elevator.

7. Cut out a space in the rudder leading edge to provide
clearance for the elevator joiner as shown on the plan.
That completes work on the fin and rudder at this time.

'
Completing the Telemaster
40:
1

Prepare the airplane to be covered. The Tel em aster .40 has
V 1:may
been designed so any of the plastic iron-on covering materials
be used. Follow the manufacturers instructions. We prefer
/

Oracover for its strength and resistance to sagging over a long
·period of time. Before you begin covering, finish sanding all surfaces with a sanding block, winding up with 400 grit sandpaper.
Wipe off all balsa surfaces with a tack rag to remove any sanding
dust.

2. Cover the wing, stab, fin, rudder, elevator, and ailerons
before these control surfaces are hinged, and before the stab
and fin are glued into place. Before the wing is covered the
aileron clevis rod must be installed. To prepare the aileron clevis
rod the clevis should be screwed all of the way onto the clevis
rod; so the threads just show on the inside. Using a "Z" bend at
the BELLCRANK end the pin in the clevis should align with the
aileron hinge line. After the clevis rod is installed into the bellcrank, snug down the bellcrank pivot screw and add a couple of '
drops of 5 minute epoxy to the threads and nut on the bottom
side of the bellcrank plate.
When covering the stab and wing, cover the bottom side first,
bringing the covering material all of the way up to completely
cover the trailing edges, and overlap the covering about 1/4 inch
onto the top surface. The top covering will adhere better to the
layer of covering material than it will to raw balsa wood. Then
cover the top surfaces and overlap the bottom covering which
extends onto the trailing edges. Then install the hinges onto the
flying surfaces. When covering the fuselage don't cover the top
aft portion of the fuselage to which the stab is to be glued.

3. Install the hinges into the. elevator,
(and flaps). 5
.
..
. ailerons,
'
. - - - ..... _ -'" . -

Use a sharp razor 1blade to cut tlie covering material out to the
edge of ~he location of the triangular stock. Don't cut too deeply
or yo~ will weaken the wood of t~e stab. ~emove the covering
material. Also remove the covering material from the sides of
the bottom oft.he fin where the fin glues into the slot in the stab
and from the sides of the fuse under the stab to which the tri
stock pieces are t~ ~e added. It is important that all stab, fin,
and tr~-st.ock glue JOmts be glued balsa-to-balsa with no covering
material m the glued area. Glue the fin into the slot in the stab
Use 5 minute epoxy. Make certain that the sides of the fin are ·at
90 degrees to the stab top spar before the adhesive sets up.

4.. Glue the stab/elevator/fin assembly to the fuselage. 5

.

minute epoxy may be used. Set the fuselage on a flat surface
with some weight added to the top back of the fuse to hold it
firml~ to the flat surface. When you glue the stab in place make
certain ~hat the center of the fin leading edge is aligned with the
center line mark on the top of the fuselage and .that the trailing
edge of the fin is properly aligned with the back of the fuselage.
Check the stab tips by measuring the distance from the flat surface tot~~ top of the stab on both stab panels. Even better is to
take a critical look at your airplane from some distance to make
sure that the alignment of the stab and fin looks right.
·
.
.....,,
5. Epoxy the tail gear bearing tongue into the-slo in the
fuselage. Do le check its alignment oy putting the rudder temporarily in place beftffi:the adbesive has set. - To help prevent
the tail gear fr
ulling out of the fuselage on a rough landing,
you migh want to install a sheet metal screw through tb~elag ~ide at the tail wheel strut bearing tongue to pin the tongue
m'filace.

6. Add the aileron control horns. Use the aileron clevis as a
guide to find the p1oper location of the aileron control horn. The
row of clevis hole!:::-should be directly in line with the hinge line.
Install the control horn.
,
.
,
~

7. Make the cutout in the bottom side of the wing for the
aileron and flap servos. If you use a single aileron servo, its
servo well is located just behind the spar. Do not cut the spar
under any circumstances. The center ribs must be cut away in
the area of the aileron servo well. Note the enlarged holes for
the aileron linkage in rib #2 to permit the up and down movement
of the lin kage as the servo operates.
Because of the direction of rotation of the servo we used for the
flaps, our sertio is mounted just left of the center rib. Check the
operation of your flap servo before cutting the hole, or determine
that your radio transmitter permits reversing of the seryo to
match the control direction you need. Remember that with the
servo lever all of the way "up" for the flaps at zero, the flap servo
output arm should ·move such that it will pull the flap torque rod
arms forward to lower the flaps when the level is pushed down.

8. Prepare the aileron servo mounting plate. Use a piece of
scrap 1/8 ply and small hardwood rails (not supplied) to prepare
a plate to which a side mount aileron servo tray will be installed.
Drill the holes for the side-mount servo tray into the plate. Use 5
minute epoxy to glue the hardwood rails to the bottom side of the
plate such that the screw holes are centered on the rails. After
the adhesive has set up, extend the screw pilot holes through the
hardwood rail s.
To glue the plate into the aileron servo well, temporarily mount
the servo tray to the plate and install the servo. With 5 minute
epoxy applied to the rails, put the ai leron servo plate/servo
tray/servo assembly in place into the aileron servo well. The
servo wheel should align with the piano wire linkage. After the
adhesive has set up, remove the servo tray from the plate.

9. A dd the flap servo h__gu:iw0Qd::mo untin·g-rat1s:-Sepending on

re::re:-rwmaor

your se~o,
· berrear rail may have to have a
g~-1 . irll for the servo wires so you can slide the servo
.--d own~in o place.

Temporarily put the flap servo in place to mark and drill the holes
in the hardwood rails for the servo mounting ,screws. Later when
the servo is installed, a washer should be used under the head
of the screws. Snug the screws down just tight enough that the
... _ _ .... _._ ... -n•+ ~-""' h .. t nnt tinht 1>nn11nh tn ~nmnress the rub-

,
An alternative connection is to make a Z-bend in the end of the
·
pushwire that connects to the servo output wheel.

12. Prepare the flap linkage. Begin by checking the alignment
of the flap torque rods. With the flaps perfectly aligned to the
b<?ttom si~e of the wing, the flap torque rod arms should be
a.hgne~ wit~ each other. If they are not perfectly aligned clamp
vice gnp pliers to the torque rod at the surface of the wing and
bend the upper part of one of the arms backward or forward as
necessary.
Add the flap torque rod connectors to the torque rod arms. A
clevis is used to connect the linkage to the flap torque rod arms.
A brass threaded coupler and ball joint connector can be used
on .the servo wheel. Note that a second clevis rod for the other
flap torque rod should be wrapped and soldered to the rod which
connects to the servo wheel.
Bend the clevis rods as necessary so they won't bind on the
ody as the servo wheel rotates to drop the flaps.
servo b_
Install the fuel tank. If you have not done so earlier, prev 13.
~are the fuel tank as outlined in the manufacturer's instructions.
The fuel feed and vent lines exit the fuel tank compartment
through two holes drilled in the firewall just above the engine
·
mount. Drill the holes.
f.

After the fuel tank is Installed extend the brass tubing through the
firewall, cut the brass tubing if it's too long. The hole through the
firewall for the tubing may be sealed with Silicone seal to prevent
fuel penetration.

j

/

14.

!~stall th~ engine and muffler. Note that the fuel tank vent

line can be connected to the muffler for pressure. A fuel filter is
used both in the pressure and feed lines. Fill the fuel tank by
removing the feed line on the tank side of the tilter and fill the
tank through it. The vent/pressure line should be removed from
the muffler.during fueling to detect fuel overflow that shows you
that the tank is full.

To remove any warps you find, twist the warped area a bit ·
b.eyond "straighf while you heat the plastic film covering on both
sides of the warped surface. Hold it until the covering material
cools. Check your work.
~· Align .the wing by resting the fuselage on the floor and plac- .

ing the wing onto the wing saddle. Put a rubber band to each
si~e t<? hold the wing in place. Measure the distance from each
wing tip at the spar to the side of the fuselage. The distances for
each wing panel should be the same. When you have the wing
~entered, ~<:id a mark to the ~ng and fuselage at the wing leadin.g and tra1h~g edge. With this mark you'll be able to center the
wmg conveniently each time you install it. Also view the wing
from the front, checking to see if it is in line with the stab. If one
side of the wing is high, the low side of the wing saddle may be
shimmed with some scrap balsa strips.
.
When you prepare to fly the plane, 14 elastic bands should be
. used on the wing. The last two elastic bands on each fuse side
· should .cross the wing to ~ a~ached to the wing dowels on the
other side of the fuse. This will hold the other elastic bands onto
the dowels.
3. A~d f~am wing seating tape. This prevents oil residue from
seeping into the servo compartment.
·
4. Check how it rolls on the ground. With the transmitter control centered, let the aircraft roll down a small incline. If It veers
to one side or the other after several tries, bend the tail wheel
strut until the airplane rolls straight.
5. Check the CG; the center of gravity of the aircraft. The .
CG is the balance point required for the plane to fly properly. ·
Hold the plane up at the wing root at the location of the CG as
shown on the plans. The fuselage should be level - neither In a
climbing nor diving position when It's balanced properly. Add
weight to the nose or tail as necessary. Stick-on weights are
available for this purpose. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES
.
SHOULD THE MODEL BE FLOWN TAIL HEAVY.

15. Install the rudder and elevator pushrods, and the throttle linkage. Flexible pushrods are used for all control surfaces
and throttle. The receiver battery pack should be wrapped in
foam, wrapped in a plastic bag, and inserted in the fuel tank
compartment under the fuel tank. The radio receiver should be
installed in a foam rubber "nest" under the servos. The receiver
antenna should exit the fuselage as close to the receiver as possible and should be routed as away from all other wires inside
the servo compartment.

6. Check to make sure that all of the servo screws, servo
output arm or wheel screws, engine mount screws and such are
snugged down. It's Important that you occasionally check the
engine mount screws, both those that hold the engine to the
engine mount and those that hold the engine mount to the firewall out at the field. The ply firewall will compress slightly due to
the pressure of the screws and loosen the screws. Tighten then;i.

When prepartng the flexible pushrods you may use Pushrod
Connectors (fittings that attach to the servo output wheel or arm
and have a set screw for holding the pushrod cable or wire). At
the control surface end, a short threaded coupler can be soldered to the pushrod cable and a clevis screwed onto the threaded coupler. The clevis is then attached.to the control horn.

Be sure that your receiver and transmitter batteries are charged
the night before ~1.QUr first flights as recommended by the radio
manufacturer. Also perform a distance or range check of your
R/C system. See -the instruction booklet that came with your RIC
system for the range check procedure.

With the rudder and elevator linkage prepared, the rudder and
elevator control horns may be installed. As in the case of the
aileron installation, the row of clevis holes in the control horns
should be in line with the hinge line.
Once the linkage is connected and the operation of the control
surfaces checked, the outer plastic tubings should be glued to
the cross brace added inside the fuselage and to the slot in bulkhead #3.
When all of the linkages have been installed, check the operation
of the rudder, elevator, throttle, ailerons, and flaps. All of these
controls should operate smoothly without jerky movements and
without any binding. When the rudder control is moved to the
right, the rudder should move to the right side of the airplane.
When the elevator control is pulled back, the elevator should
move up. When the throttle control is pushed up, the throttle
should be full open.
There are two ways the throw of the control ~urfaces or throttle
may be changed. The linkage at the servo arm may be moved
to a hole farther away from the center or pivot point to increase
the throw. At the clevis horn, the clevis must be moved closer to
the hinge line to increase the throw.

17. Align the control surfaces. Turn ori the receiver and transmitter. Set the trim controls on the rudder, elevator, and ailerons
·
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FIRST FLIGHTS:

If this is your first R/C aircraft, it is best to get the help of an
experienced R/C pilot who will recheck your aircraft and radio
installation, help you get your engine operating properly, and get
your aircraft "trimmed out" for flight - take nasty turning and
climb or dive tendencies out of it by adjusting the control surfaces. While our prototype "flew right off the board", variations in
balsa wood densities, amounts of glues used, different engines
and props and fuels and such mean that each model will have to
be flight trimmed on its first flights. Your helper will also inform
you about field safety procedures and such that will help assure
·
.
your flying is both successful and accident free.

If you do not have a flight instructor
please read the following:
How to Fly a Radio Controlled Model Airplane Without
a Flight Instructor
1. Understand how an airplane flies. Here's how airplanes fly:
As the wing moves through the air it causes lift. Too slow, no lift
and it falls out of the air -- stalls. So, it needs flying SPEED
either from a motor and propeller, or by descending and Qliding.
The airplane is flying whether it's upside down, in a turn, inverted, or doing acrobatics - there is always lift from the wing even
though the lift might not be straight UP as it is in level flight.
The airolane makes right or left turns by tilting in the direction of
.
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2. Pick ?Ut ~n alrp~an~ that can fly all by itself without you
controll~ng .•t. Don t pick a low-wing, aerobatic airplane. The
be.st choice is.a glide~ than uses an electric motor for power.
Gliders can glide .straight ahead all by themselves (if they do not
_ have a warped wing - see below) without you doing any con~rolling from the radio transmitter. If you want to fly without an
mstruc.t or these glider type airplanes will fly themselves while you
~re trying to figure _out how to make them go some other direction. You NEED.th1~ STABILl"f! while you learn how to fly. The
seco~d best choice 1s a non-glider (powered airplane) that has
the wing on the top of the fuselage and which is advertised to be
a good training airplane.

3. Make SURE that these following things are correct
BEFORE each flight:

A. The balance point MUST be where the airplane's designer
intended. Don't be afraid to add lead weights to either the nose
or the tail to MAKE the airplane balance where it is supposed to.
If you think that the required weight to achieve the correct balance point (sometimes called "CG" -- Center of Gravity) is too
much, you're wrong - USE WHATEVER WEIGHTS ARE NECESSARY TO MAKE THE AIRPLANE BALANCE WHERE IT'S
SUPPOSED TO!
B. The wing must not be warped, and it helps your flying if the
wing should have something called "washout". Fasten the wing
onto the airplane. Set the airplane on a table and walk off to the
rear of it. Look back at the airplane from an eye position where
you can see just a bit of the BOTTOM of the entire wing. If you
see MORE bottom wing surface on, let's say, the left wing, then
your airplane will tend to turn left even when you have the
aileron or rudder control in neutral. Remove that warp before
you try to fly the airplane.
"Washout": this is an intentional and desirable warp of the
wing at each wing tip. Usually this warp is done to the outer
20% of the wing toward each wing tip. From the rear of the airplane you should see a little more of the BOTIOM of the wing
near both wing tips . Why Is this "washout" good? It helps the
outer parts of the wing continue flying straight ahead during the
beginning of a stall . This means that your airplane will stall
straight ahead instead of rolling over on its back or side which
may be impossible to recover from.

1 - Landing gear mounting plate 1/4" x 2-3/4" x 3-7/8" ply
1 - E~gine mounting plate 1/4" x 2-3/4" x 3-5/8" ply.
·
2 - Aileron bellcrank plates 1/8" x 2" x 2-7/8" ply.
1 - Hat~h mounting plate 1/8" x 112" x 3-1/2" ply. ,
2 - Engine mounting rails 112" x 3/4" x 3-5/8" hardwood
1 - Elevator joiner 1/4" x 3/8" x 4-112" hardwood
2 - Wing hold dowels 1/4" x 5-112"
2 - Hatch pins 3/16" x 3/16" x 1-1/4." hardwood
BALSA PARTS BAG
1 - Bulkhead #2, 3/16" x 3-1/2" x 6-5/16"
1 - Bulkhead #3, 1/8" x 3-1/2" x 5"
1 - Stabilizer platform stock 1/4" x 3" x 4"
1 - Windshield 1/4" x 3-1/8" x 3-7/8"
1 - Forward hatch 1/4" x 3-7/8" x 7-7/8"
2 - Upper engine compartment doubler, 3/8" x 1-3/16" x 3-3/4"
2 - Lower engine compartment doubler
2 - Landing gear plate brace
· 2 - Dowel supports
1 - Dorsal fin
"\,

BALSA PARTS BUNDLE
2 - Lower fuselage side
2 - Upper fuselage side
1 - Rudder
1 - Forward fin piece
1 "'- Aft fin piece
2 - Elevators
1 - 1/8" x 3" x 12" Fuel tank compartment bottom sheet
AILERON/FLAP BUNDLE
4 - 7/16" x 2" x 18" Tapered aileron stock
DIE CUT PARTS BUNDLE
7 - Wing rib sheets 3/32" x 3" x 18"
1 - Stabilizer rib sheet 3/32" x 3" x 18"
FUSELAGE STICK BUNDLE

4. If you hand launch your airplane throw it hard and throw it
_
straight ahead, not up. · ·
5. If you take off from a ground roll let the airplane build up so
much speed on the ground before you signal "UP" elevator, that
you KNOW that the airplane has enough speed to fly.

7 - 3/16"x 5/8"x 36" Balsa, side stringer, Stringer doubler,
Forward fuselage side center stringer
5 - 3/16" x 1/4" x 36" Balsa, vertical and cross braces, side
center stringer, center stringer doubler
6 - 1/4" x 3/8" x 42" Balsa, top and bottom stringers
1 - 1/2" x 12"
Triangular Balsa, Firewall and
landing gear brace
1- 1/4" x 3/8" ~ 12" Ply., Servo rail stock

6. Don't try ANY turns until the airplane is very hig h. Climb

WING AND STABILIZER STICK BUNDLE

straight ahead.

7. Practice very gentle turns high in the air before you try to
land.
8. Don't try to land in a specific spot, avoid turns when the
airplane is low. Just let your airplane glide into the ground
straight ahead.
Jim Martin, Hobby Lobby
If you have built the model with flaps, they should not be used
until you· have the plane trimmed out to fly and can land well
without them. To check the operation of the flaps, get the plane
up high, throttle down to about 1/4 throttle, fly strai~ht_ and level,
and add some down flaps. Expect the plane to point its nose up
a bit as the flaps are added. That's normal. Some down elevator trim may be added to maintain straight and level flight with
the flaps deflected. When the flaps are added, if the plane tends
to bank noticeably to the right or left, this is an indication that one
flap is dropping further than the other. For example, if the right
flap drops more than the right, the plane will bank to t~e left. .
Adjust the proper flap torque rod arm connector. Moving the fitting toward the wing will decrease the throw.
When landing with flaps you'll want to keep the engine running a
bit above your normal engine idle speed that you'd fly without
flaps. This is to compensate for the added drag. If the engine
doesn't run a bit faster you may find that you'll land short of the
runway.
Good fun, good flying.
Hobby Lobby International

2 - 1/8" x 112" x 36"

Balsa,

116422-

Balsa,
Balsa,
Balsa,
Balsa,
Balsa,
Balsa,

1/2" x 1/2" x 25"
3/8" x 3/8" x 25"
3/32"x 3/8"x 36"
3/8" x 1/2"x 36"
3/8" x 3/4" x 36"
1/4"x 5/16"x 36"

Stabilizer spars and forward
fuselage bottom spacer
Stabilizer leading edge
Stabilizer trailing edge
Wing cap strips
Wing main spars
Wing leading edge
Wing trailing edge

SHEET BALSA
8 - 3/32" x 3" x 8-1/4
4 - 3/32" x 718" x 36"
5 - 3/32" X 3" X. 36"

Wing center section sheeting
Wing trailing edge sheeting
Wing leading edge sheet and shear
·
webbing

MISCELLANEOUS
2 - 3/4" x 8-5/8" Triangular stabilizer tips'
2 - 1-1/2" x 11-7/8" Triangular wing tips
1 - Main landing gear

List of items in optional HLA111AP
Accessory Pack for Telemaster 40:
1 HLH233
1 RA14022
1 DEV205
1 HLH325

S.L.E.C. 8.5 OZ FUEL TANK
1 1/4" ALUM . HUB WHEELS,2
1OZ5 MINUTE EPOXY S205
Z-10 FAST CYANO, 2 OZ.
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